
Joint Capitalization meeting

19th September 2013 – Ljubljana, Slovenia

Venue: The CITY HOTEL Ljubljana, Dalmatinova 15, 1000 Ljubljana

DRAFT AGENDA

Objectives of the meeting:
- Presenting the results of national meetings between ELIH-Med, MARIE and PROFORBIOMED partners
- Evaluating the 1st version of the Policy Paper
- Launching the 2nd version of the Policy Paper
- Diffusing key messages addressing European, National and Regional levels, with the view of the next programming period 2014-2020

9:00 Welcome of the participants
Mr. Hinko Solinc, Slovenian Government (tbc)
Mr. Carles Sala, Generalitat de Catalunya
Mr. Jean-Claude Tourret, Agency for sustainable Mediterranean Cities and Territories-AVITEM

9:15 Presentation of the capitalization strategy, Policy Paper, meeting objectives
Generalitat de Catalunya / AVITEM

9:30 Policy Paper improvement on the basis of national capitalization meetings
- Spain (IVE/Generalitat de Catalunya)
- Malta (MIEMA)
- Italy (Piedmont Region)
- Slovenia (IJS)

10:30 Coffee Break

10:45 Policy Paper improvement on the basis of national capitalization meetings
- France (AVITEM)
- Greece (CRES & REMTH)
- Cyprus (CEA and Larnaca Municipality)

11:30 Three European peer reviewers

13:00 Lunch
14:30  Presentation of “Ljubljana Declaration”: Answers to Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energies challenges In Mediterranean buildings  
M. Dioudonnat, AVITEM / X. Marti, Generalitat de Catalunya / G. Sciacca, CPMR  

Context:  
- Energy Efficiency 2012 directive  
- Energy Efficiency in buildings in a crisis context  
- Policy Paper main conclusions/improvements  
- How transnational cooperation can improve the use of structural funds for EEB?  
- Coherence between mainstream and territorial cooperation programs?  

- Nicolas Espitalier, MED Programme  
- Mercedes Acitores, European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI)  
- Stefanie Ubrig, INTERACT  

Moderated by Jean-Claude Tourret, AVITEM or Davide Strangis, CPMR IMC Executive Secretary (tbc)  

17:00  End of the meeting